future students 2020-2021
admission.umontreal.ca/en
candidates from outside Quebec
SUMMER (May to July)
• Certificates
  » APRIL 1

WINTER (January to April)
• Bachelors, majors, minors, certificates
  » NOVEMBER 1
• DESS, masters and doctorates (Ph.D.)
  » SEPTEMBER 1
• Continuing education certificates
  » JUNE 1
• Undergraduate doctorates and Preparatory year – health
  » NOVEMBER 15

FALL (September to December)
• Bachelors, majors, minors, certificates
  » FEBRUARY 1
• Continuing education certificates
  » JUNE 1
• DESS, masters and doctorates (Ph.D.)
  » FEBRUARY 1
• Undergraduate doctorates and Preparatory year – health
  » NOVEMBER 15

APPLICATION DEADLINES*
(studied outside of Quebec)

* Many programs accept applications after their official deadlines.

UdeM IN FIGURES

67,400 students at all levels of study
10,000 students from 140 countries
23 high level sports teams
500 international partners
600 study programs
400,000 alumni worldwide

67,400 students at all levels of study
UNDERGRADUATE LEVEL

**4-YEAR UdeM BACHELOR’S DEGREE**
- 4 years • 114+ credits
  - Includes one year of preparatory courses and three years of courses in the discipline. May lead to graduate studies.

**PREPARATORY YEAR**
- 1 year • 24 credits
  - Basic general education to develop the knowledge and skills required to pursue an undergraduate degree.

**BACHELOR**
- 3 years • 90+ credits
  - **Specialized**
    - The vast majority of credits are earned in the same discipline. May lead to graduate studies.
  - **Bidisciplinary**
    - Covers two related fields of study in equal parts. May lead to graduate studies.

**MINOR OR CERTIFICATE**
- 1 year • 30 credits
  - May be combined to create a combined bachelor’s degree.

**COMBINED BACHELOR’S DEGREE**

**MAJOR**
- 2 years • 60 credits
  - A combined bachelor’s degree with two majors may lead to graduate studies in both disciplines.

**GRADUATE LEVEL**

**DESS**
- 1 year • 30 credits
  - (SPECIALIZED GRADUATE DIPLOMA)
  - Focused on the foundations of a specialization and the specific application of that knowledge.

**MASTER**
- 2 years • 45 credits
  - **In research (with thesis):** further specialization with initiation into research.
  - **Professional or specialized (with an internship or supervised project):** further specialization and development of the skills related to the professional practice.

**DOCTORATE (Ph.D.)**
- 4 to 5 years • 90 credits
  - Training researchers and professor researchers. Original scientific research applied to a proven methodological approach. Courses and qualifying exams. Writing a thesis and defending it before a jury.

**POSTDOCTORAL INTERNSHIP**
- 6 months to 3 years
  - Acquiring expertise in a field of specialized research » esp.umontreal.ca/english/postdoctoral-fellow/
PERFECT YOUR FRENCH

Don’t let the fact that you’re not completely fluent in French hold back your plans for a university education in Montreal. Register for one of our courses or workshops and improve your language skills in one of the country’s most reputable schools. Regardless of your level, helpful resources are available on campus when you arrive.

ecoledelangues.umontreal.ca (Fr)
cce.umontreal.ca (Fr)

CALCULATE YOUR STUDENT FEES

Tuition fees for international students in Quebec are among the lowest in North America.

To fully understand how to calculate tuition fees, you have to take certain basic notions about the Quebec university system into consideration which will serve you throughout your academic career.

The school year over the three terms

The academic year of a university student is spread out from September to August, in three semesters of 15 weeks (commonly referred to as sessions). Candidates are generally admitted in the fall semester, although some students start their program in the winter or summer.

University credits

The first variable you’ll need to consider when calculating the cost of studies is the number of credits acquired in a course. A credit is a numeric value that corresponds to the workload required to achieve the objectives of a course. One credit is equivalent to 45 hours of work, including the number of hours spent in the classroom. A course usually has three credits.

Student status: full-time or part-time

If you are an international student, your study permit will require you to be registered full-time for the duration of your studies. That means a minimum of 12 university credits or a maximum of 18 credits per term for undergraduate programs. This is equivalent to four or five courses respectively.

At the graduate level, it is common to enroll in courses of 4 credits. It’s not necessary to fill your term with a minimum of 12 university credits to obtain full-time student status. The minimum threshold is 9 credits in the fall and winter and 6 credits in the summer.

To learn more, visit the Blog Focus UdeM!

umtl.ca/tuitionfee

STUDYING ABROAD

The Université de Montréal has established programs with universities in almost all regions of the world, including Europe, America and Asia. These programs allow you to pursue your education abroad for one or two semesters, and still be a part of the Université de Montréal. In all, we have partnered with 500 universities in 64 countries. Which one will you choose?

maisoninternationale.umontreal.ca (Fr)
COORDINATING YOUR ENTRY INTO CANADA
If you are an international student and your immigration papers are not in order before you arrive in Canada, you could experience difficulties trying to get in. Upon receipt of your official or conditional admission notice, we highly recommend that you start your immigration process quickly. As a general rule, you should have the following documents before you leave: a Certificate of Acceptance from Quebec (CAQ), a study permit, and a visitor visa or Electronic Travel Authorization (eTA) (depending on your country of origin). Remember, these procedures should not be taken lightly, so make sure your passport is valid when you start. For more advice, the Bureau des étudiants internationaux (BEI) is available to answer all your questions.
bei.umontreal.ca (Fr)

THE COST OF LIVING IN MONTREAL
Fortunately, the cost of living in Canada is very affordable compared to other countries. Your budget should take into account textbook, personal living expenses, and rent. Whether you’re sharing an apartment, living on campus or going solo, there are plenty of options for affordable accommodations in Montreal. All you have to do is plan a budget and pick a neighbourhood. Rents are considerably cheaper than most American and European cities. In fact, it’s quite common to find a cozy little apartment at a price that can’t be beat.
Accommodations on campus » zumresidences.ca (Fr)
Accommodations off campus » logement.umontreal.ca (Fr)

4-YEAR UdeM BACHELOR’S DEGREE
If you’ve studied outside of Quebec, a 4-year UdeM Bachelor’s Degree could be right for you. With one year of preparatory courses and three years of courses in your chosen discipline, this option allows you to submit one application for all four years of study. More than thirty disciplines are offered in the fields of science, letters and humanities. Look for the B 4 sign in the list of programs.
umtl.ca/bac4ans (Fr)
A NEW CAMPUS DEVOTED TO THE SCIENCES!

In the heart of the all new MIL campus sits the Science Complex featuring research and teaching laboratories for chemistry, geography, physics and biology in the Faculty of Arts and Science.

Students can enjoy a stimulating environment that encourages exchange and collaboration between disciplines and enables teaching and research to take place in a physical and intellectual framework that has been completely redesigned. They also benefit from a high-tech infrastructure that mirrors the most efficient industries in the world.

Best of all, the MIL campus is housed in a dynamic environment that fosters partnerships and innovation in leading-edge sectors. In short, a unique academic experience for one and all.

Visit campusmil.umontreal.ca (Fr)
FINANCING YOUR STUDIES
To encourage students that possess an excellent academic record or particular profile to pursue their studies or research projects, there are numerous scholarships available. Consult our scholarship directory to learn more about funding your studies.

EXEMPTION FROM DIFFERENTIAL FEES
If you are pursuing a Master’s or Ph.D. program, and have a strong academic record, you could be eligible for a waiver from additional tuition fees paid by international students. Worth about a few thousands dollars a year, this financial boost will help you make your dream of studying abroad come true.

HELP BUILD THE FUTURE
The wide variety of graduate programs at UdeM offers you the opportunity to acquire a specialization, deepen your knowledge, collaborate in the advancement of science, and stay on the cutting edge of your area of expertise. Find out more:

THE GRADUATE AND POSTDOCTORAL STUDIES
As a valuable ally for your graduate studies, the Vice-Rector’s Office for Graduate Studies supports students from admission to graduation and disseminates information on scholarship programs.

RESEARCH SUPERVISOR
Your research supervisor will play a major role throughout your studies. It’s important to choose someone with whom you have an affinity with and who can support you at every stage of your journey.

You can also download the guide: How to Find Your Research Supervisor: 6 Questions to Consider for students pursuing graduate studies.

$536.2 M
in research funding

465 research units
3rd largest research university in Canada
LEGEND

UNDERGRADUATE LEVEL
B ........................................ Bachelor's Degree
B 4 ........................................ 4-year UdeM Bachelor's Degree
CI .......................................... Continuing Education Certificate
Cep ...................................... Cep - Continuing Education Certificate
DI ........................................ Undergraduate Doctorate
M .......................................... Major
Mn ...................................... Minor
Qual .................................... Qualification
YearP ...................................... Preparatory Year – Health

GRADUATE LEVEL
C .......................................... Master’s Certificate
DcD .................................. Complementary Diploma to the Doctorate (Ph.D.)
DcM .................................. Complementary Diploma to the Master’s Degree
DESS ................................ Specialized Graduate Diploma
DEPA ................................ Graduate Diploma in Advanced Professional Studies (Doctoral Level)
DEPD ................................ Postdoctoral Studies Diploma
DESS ................................ Specialized Graduate Diploma
JD ...................................... Juris Doctor
M ...................................... Master’s Degree
Ph.D. ................................ Doctorate (Ph.D.)
Qual2 ................................ Qualification

ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT SCIENCES

UNDERGRADUATE LEVEL
Archival Science ........................................ C1*
Health and Social Services Management ........................................ Cep
Industrial Relations ........................................ B*
Military Leadership ........................................ Cep
Occupational Health and Safety ........................................ Cep
Philanthropic Management ........................................ Cep
Police and Security Management ........................................ Cep

GRADUATE LEVEL
Analysis and Assessment of Health Interventions ........................................ DcD
Education Administration ........................................ M Ph.D.
Educational Institution Management ........................................ DESS
Health Services Administration ........................................ M DESS
Health Services Administration - Nursing Management ........................................ M DESS
Health System Management ........................................ DcM
Health Technology Assessment ........................................ M DESS
Industrial Relations ........................................ M DESS Ph.D.
Occupational Health and Safety ........................................ M DESS
Quality and Patient Safety Management ........................................ M DESS
Social Administration ........................................ M Ph.D.

ARCHITECTURE, DESIGN AND URBAN PLANNING

UNDERGRADUATE LEVEL
Architecture (Sciences) ........................................ B*
Design ........................................ M
Industrial Design ........................................ B*
Interior Design ........................................ B*
Landscape Architecture ........................................ B*
Planning ........................................ B*

GRADUATE LEVEL
Architecture ........................................ M Ph.D.*
Game Design ........................................ DESS
Interior Design ........................................ DESS
Landscape Architecture ........................................ M
Planning ........................................ M Ph.D.
Planning – Design and Complexity ........................................ M
Planning – Municipal, Territorial, Landscape ........................................ M
Planning – Urban Design ........................................ M
Planning and Management of Development Projects ........................................ M DESS
Urban Planning ........................................ M Qual2

ARTS AND CINEMA

UNDERGRADUATE LEVEL
Art History ........................................ B 4
Cinema ........................................ B*
Cinema Studies ........................................ M
Creative Writing and Public Relations ........................................ M
Script Writing and Creative Writing ........................................ M
Video Game Studies ........................................ M
Visual Cultures (combined) ........................................ B

GRADUATE LEVEL
Art History ........................................ M Ph.D.
Arts, Creation and Technologies ........................................ DESS
Cinema ........................................ M
Cinema Studies ........................................ Ph.D.
Game Design ........................................ DESS
Museum Studies ........................................ M
Video Game Studies ........................................ M

COMMUNICATIONS

UNDERGRADUATE LEVEL
Advertising ........................................ Cep
Applied Communications ........................................ Cep
Communication (Sciences) ........................................ B*M

ECONOMICS, POLITICS AND INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

UNDERGRADUATE LEVEL
Communication and Politics ........................................ B 4*
Journalism ........................................ Cep
Professional Writing ........................................ Cep
Public Relations ........................................ Cep
Translation ........................................ B*M
Translation 1 ........................................ B*
Translation 2 ........................................ B*
Translation third language ........................................ CI
Visual Cultures (combined) ........................................ B

COMPUTER SCIENCE

UNDERGRADUATE LEVEL
Applied Computer Science ........................................ C1
Archival Science ........................................ C1
Computer Science ........................................ B*
Digital Information Management ........................................ C1*
Mathematics and Computer Science ........................................ B
Physics and Computer Science ........................................ B*
Video Game Studies ........................................ M

GRADUATE LEVEL
Arts, Creation and Technologies ........................................ DESS
Computer Science ........................................ M DESS Ph.D.
Digital Publishing ........................................ DESS
Information Science – Archival and Library Science ........................................ M Ph.D.
Information Science – Research ........................................ M
Media, Culture and Technology ........................................ DESS
Video Game Studies ........................................ M

ECONOMIC AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

UNDERGRADUATE LEVEL
Biology (Sciences) ........................................ B*M
Demography and Geography ........................................ B
Environmental Geography ........................................ B
Geography ........................................ M

GRADUATE LEVEL
Biology (Sciences) ........................................ M Ph.D.*
Environment and Sustainable Development ........................................ M DESS
Environmental, Health and Disaster Management ........................................ DESS
Environmental and Occupational Health ........................................ M
Geography ........................................ M DESS
World Environmental Health ........................................ DESS
### Fundamental and Applied Sciences

#### Undergraduate Level
- Actuarial Science (Mj, Mn)
- Biology (Sciences) (Mj, Mn, M)
- Chemistry (Mj, Mn)
- Computer Science and Statistics (B 4, B 4)
- Environmental Geography (Mj, Mn)
- Geology (B 4, Mj)
- Mathematics (Mj, Mn)
- Mathematics and Computer Science (B 4)
- Mathematics and Economics (B 4)
- Mathematics and Physics (B 4, M)
- Physics (Mj, Mj, Mn)
- Physics and Computer Science (B 4)

#### Graduate Level
- Actuarial Studies (Mj)
- Biology (Sciences) (Mj, Mj)
- Chemistry (Mj)
- Geography (Mj, Mn)
- Mathematical and Computational Finance (B 4, Mj)
- Mathematics (Mj, Mj, Mn)
- Mathematics and Computer Science (B 4)
- Mathematics and Physics (B 4)
- Physics (Mj, Mj, Mn)
- Physics and Computer Science (B 4)

### Health Sciences

#### Undergraduate Level
- Advanced Emergency Pre-hospital Care (Mj)
- Audiology Qual
- Bio-informatics (B 4)
- Biochemistry and Molecular Medicine (Mj, Mj, Mn)
- Biology (Sciences) (Mj, Mn)
- Dentistry (Mj, Mn)
- Environmental Health and Occupational Safety (Mj)
- Kinesiology (Mj)
- Medicine Year P
- Neuroscience (Mj)
- Nursing – College Diploma – Bachelor’s Degree (B 4)
- Nursing – Initial Training (B)
- Nutrition Qual
- Occupational Therapy (B 4)
- Optometry Qual
- Pharmacy (Mj)
- Physiotherapy (Mj)
- Public Health – Prevention and Health Promotion (C 1)
- Public Health and Globalization (Mj)
- Speech Therapy (Qual)
- Technology and Food Safety (C 1)
- Veterinary Medicine (Mj)

#### Graduate Level
- Advanced Physiotherapy in Neuro-musculoskeletal (DEPA)
- Audiology (M)
- Bio-informatics (M P, M)
- Biochemistry (M P, M)
- Bioethics (M)
- Biopharmaceutical Sciences (Mj, Mn)
- Biomedical Sciences (B 4)
- Biophysics and Molecular Physiology (M)
- Cellular and Molecular Medicine (Mj)
- Clinical Biochemistry DEPP
- Dentistry (Mj)
- Dentistry – Oral Sciences (M)
- Environmental and Occupational Health (M)
- Extracorporeal Perfusion (DESS)
- Genetic Counselling (M)
- Kinesiology (Mj, DESS)
- Kinesiology – Physical Exercise Science (M P, M)
- Molecular Biology (M P, M)
- Neuroscience (M P, M)
- Nursing (M P, M)
- Nursing – Advanced Practice (DoM)
- Nursing – Palliative and End-of-Life Care (DEPA)
- Nutrition (DESS)
- Occupational Hygiene (M DESS Ph.D.)
- Occupational Therapy (M DESS Qual 2)
- Optometry – Therapy for Visual Impairments – Orientation and Mobility (DESS)
- Optometry – Vision Sciences (M P, M)
- Physiotherapy (M DESS Qual 2)
- Primary Pharmaceutical Practice (C 2)
- Public Health (M DESS DEPA)
- Rehabilitation Sciences (M P, M)
- Speech Therapy (M)
- Spirituality and Health (M)
- Veterinary Medicine – Veterinary Sciences (M P, M)
- World Environmental Health (DESS)

### Humanities

#### Undergraduate Level
- Art History (B 4, Mj, Mn)
- Classical Studies (B 4, Mj, Mn)
- Classical Studies and Anthropology (B 4)
- German Studies and History (B 4)
- History (B 4, Mj, Mn)
- History and Classical Studies (B 4)
- Philosophy (B 4, Mj, Mn)
- Philosophy and Classical Studies (B 4)
- Political Science and Philosophy (B 4)

#### Graduate Level
- Applied Humanities Ph.D.
- Art History M P, Mj
- Classical Studies M
- History M P, Mn
- Philosophy M P, Mn

### Law

#### Undergraduate Level
- Ethics and Law Mn
- Law (B 4, Cep, Qual)

#### Graduate Level
- Business Law M DESS
- Information Technology Law (M)
- International Law (M DESS)
- Law (M P, Mn)
- Law – North American Common Law (M, JD)
- Law – Taxation (M)
- Notarial Law (M)

### Life Sciences

#### Undergraduate Level
- Bio-informatics (B 4)
- Biopharmaceutical Sciences (Mj)
- Biomedical Sciences (Mj)
- Biophysics and Molecular Physiology (Mj)
- Biomedical Engineering (M DESS Ph.D.)
- Biomedical Sciences (Mj)
- Biophysics and Molecular Physiology (Mj)
- Chemistry (M P, Mj)
- Dental Biochemistry DEPP
- Clinical Pharmacology DESS
- Drug Development DESS
- Epidemiology (M)
- Genetic Counselling (M)
- Human Genetics (M)
- Medical Physics (M)
- Microbiology and Immunology (M P, Mj)
- Molecular Biology (M P, Mj)
- Molecular Genetics (M P, Mj)
- Molecular, Cellular and Integrative Physiology (M P, Mj)
- Neuroscience (M P, Mj)
- Pathology and Cellular Biology (M)
- Pharmaceutical Sciences (M P, Mn)
- Pharmacology (M P, Mn)
- Toxicology and Risk Analysis (DESS)
- Virology and Immunology (Ph.D.)

### Literature and Languages

#### Undergraduate Level
- Arabic Studies (Mn)
- Asian Studies (B 4)
- Catalan Studies (Mn)
- Classical Studies (B 4, Mj, Mn)
- Classical Studies and Anthropology (B 4)
- Cognitive Sciences (Mn)
- Comparative Literature (B 4, Mj, Mn)
- East Asian Studies (Mj, Mn)
- English and French Literature (B)
- English Studies (B 4, Mj, Mn)
- French as a Second Language: Culture, Education and Work (Cep)
- French Literature (Mj, Mn)
- French Literature and Linguistics (B)
- French Literature and Philosophy (B)
- German Studies (B 4, Mj, Mn)
- German Studies and History (B 4)
PROGRAMS

Hispanic Studies  B 4 Mj Mn
Italian Studies  Mj Mn
Latin American Studies  Mn
Linguistics  Mj Mn
Medieval Studies  Mj Mn
Modern Languages (combined)  B
Neo-Hellenic Studies  C1
Portuguese Studies  Mn
Professional Writing  Cep
Script Writing and Creative Writing  B^L
Translation  B^L Mj^L
Translation 1  Cep
Translation 2  Cep
Translation Third Language  C1

GRADUATE LEVEL

Classical Studies  M
Comparative Literature  M
English Studies  M Ph.D.
French Literature  M Ph.D.
German Studies  M Ph.D.
German Studies in a European Context  DcM
Hispanic Studies  M Ph.D.
Indigenous Stories and Media  DESS
Linguistics  M Ph.D.
Literature  Ph.D.
Translation  M DESS Ph.D.

MUSIC

UNDERGRADUATE LEVEL

Digital Music  B^L Mj^L Mn^L
Music  B^L
Music – Arts  Cep
Music – Classical Instrumental Performance  B^L
Music – Classical Vocal Performance  B^L
Music – History - Societies  Mj Mn
Music – Instrumental Composition  B^L
Music – Jazz Composition and Arranging  Mj
Music – Jazz Performance  B^L
Music – Mixed Composition  B^L
Music – Musicology  B^L
Music – Writing  B^L Mj Mn

GRADUATE LEVEL

Digital Music  DESS
Music  M Ph.D.
Music – Accompanied by Piano  M DESS Ph.D.
Music – Composition and Sound Art  M Ph.D.
Music – Composition for Screen and Stage  DESS
Music – Interpretation  M DESS DESS Ph.D.
Music – Jazz Interpretation and Composition  M^L
Music – Orchestration  Ph.D.
Music – Orchestral Repertoire  DESS
Music – Orchestral Repertoire 2  DESS
Music Mediation  DESS

PSYCHOSOCIAL INTERVENTION

UNDERGRADUATE LEVEL

Cognitive Neuroscience  B^L
Community Action  C1
Criminology  Cep Qual
Early Childhood and Family: Education and Early Response  Cep
Feminist, Gender and Sexuality Studies  Mn
Gerontology  Cep
International Cooperation  Cep
Intervention for Intellectual Impairments and Autism Spectrum Disorders  Cep
Investigation and Information  Cep
Mental Health: Intervention Foundations and Practices  Cep
Psychoeducation  B^L Mn^L
Psychoeducational Intervention  Cep
Psychology  B^L Mj^L Mn^L

THEOLOGY AND RELIGIOUS SCIENCES

UNDERGRADUATE LEVEL

Religious Sciences  Mj
Religious Studies  B 4 Mn
Teaching Ethics and Religious Culture at the High School Level  B^L
Teaching the Social World at the High School Level  B^L

GRADUATE LEVEL

Andragogy  M Ph.D.
Comparative Education and Fundamentals of Education  M Ph.D.
Didactics  M DESS Ph.D.
Education  M DESS
Educational Intervention  M DESS
Measurement and Evaluation in Education  M Ph.D.
Secondary Level Education  M
Special Education  M DESS
University Pedagogy for Medical Sciences  M

TEACHING AND EDUCATION SCIENCES

UNDERGRADUATE LEVEL

Preschool and Primary Education  B^L
Teaching  Qual
Teaching Ethics and Religious Culture at the High School Level  B^L
Teaching French at the High School Level  B^L
Teaching Mathematics at the High School Level  B^L
Teaching Physical and Health Education  B^L
Teaching School Adaptation  B^L
Teaching Science and Technology at the High School Level  B^L
Teaching the Social World at the High School Level  B^L

GRADUATE LEVEL

Andragogy  M Ph.D.
Comparative Education and Fundamentals of Education  M Ph.D.
Didactics  M DESS Ph.D.
Education  M DESS
Educational Intervention  M DESS
Measurement and Evaluation in Education  M Ph.D.
Secondary Level Education  M
Special Education  M DESS
University Pedagogy for Medical Sciences  M

OTHER PROGRAMS

UNIVERSITY PREPARATORY PROGRAMS

ACCÈS – FEP
Additional Education
Preparatory Year
Preparatory Year - Music

INDIVIDUALIZED PROGRAMS

Arts and Science  Mn
French-English as a Second Language  Open Studies
Individualized Studies  M Ph.D.
Individualized Studies in Fine Art  Cep
Individualized Studies in Science  Cep
Open Studies

FOREIGN LANGUAGE PROGRAMS

Spanish  B 4 Mj Mn
German  B 4 Mj Mn
French  B 4 Mj Mn
Italian  B 4 Mj Mn
Portuguese  B 4 Mj Mn
Mandarin  B 4 Mj Mn
Russian  B 4 Mj Mn
Arabic  B 4 Mj Mn
Hebrew  B 4 Mj Mn
Hebrew for Adults  Mj
Chinese  B 4 Mj Mn
Swedish  B 4 Mj Mn
Jewish Studies  Mj

INDIVIDUALIZED PROGRAMS

Arts and Science  Mn
French-English as a Second Language  Open Studies
Individualized Studies  M Ph.D.
Individualized Studies in Fine Art  Cep
Individualized Studies in Science  Cep
Open Studies

AFFILIATED SCHOOLS

Management programs
HEC Montréal >> hec.ca/en

Engineering programs
Polytechnique Montréal >> polymtl.ca/en
This tool gives you a side-by-side chart of three programs to compare their similarities and differences and help you make the right choice.

**PROGRAM COMPARATOR**

**COMPASS: CHECKLIST**

This interactive tool is designed to take you through the four steps of the admission process.

1. **EXPLORE**
   - Discover all the programs the University offers.

2. **PREPARATION**
   - Assemble all the documents you need to apply.

3. **FILING**
   - Send in your application and pay the fees.

4. **AFTER YOU SUBMIT**
   - Track the progress of your application at the Centre étudiant.

---

**UdeM AS IF YOU WERE THERE**

- **EXPLORE**
  - Discover the faculties of UdeM in the company of international students.
  - [uml.ca/discover](uml.ca/discover)

- **PREPARATION**
  - Stay connected! Follow the experiences of French-speaking students at the UdeM.
  - [@montrealisezvous](https://www.instagram.com/montrealisezvous/)

- **FILING**
  - Get the latest news and ask the admission team any questions you have.
  - [@UniversitedeMontreal](https://www.instagram.com/universitedemontreal/)

---

**SERVICES NETWORK**

- **BACK TO SCHOOL**
  - [Carrefoursae.umontreal.ca](carrefoursae.umontreal.ca)
  - [bsesh.umontreal.ca](bsesh.umontreal.ca)

- **ANTICIPATE THE COSTS**
  - Calculate your tuition fees
  - [registraire.umontreal.ca](registraire.umontreal.ca)

- **GET FINANCIAL AID**
  - [Registre des bourses](bourses.umontreal.ca)
  - [Scholarship directory](bourses.umontreal.ca)

- **FIND LODGING**
  - On campus (Registration starts March 1st)
  - [residences-etu.ca](residences-etu.ca)
  - Off campus
  - [logenement.umontreal.ca](logenement.umontreal.ca)

---

**TOOL**

- **TAKING CARE OF YOURSELF**
  - UdeM clinics
  - [CSCP.UMONTREAL.CA](cscp.umontreal.ca)

- **FEED YOUR BRAIN**
  - Large network of libraries with 4 million books and digital records
  - [BIB.UMONTREAL.CA](bib.umontreal.ca)

- **GET DIRECTION AND ADVICE**
  - Information, educational guidance and career planning
  - [CESAR.UMONTREAL.CA](cesar.umontreal.ca)

- **ENTER CANADA**
  - Study permits, CAQ, visa and eTA
  - [BEL.UMONTREAL.CA](bel.umontreal.ca)

- **GET FLUENT**
  - 14 languages to learn
  - [Centre-de-langues.UMONTREAL.CA](centre-de-langues.UMONTREAL.CA)

---

**PLAY SPORTS**

- Over 100 sports activities
  - [CEPSUM.UMONTREAL.CA](cepsum.umontreal.ca)
  - Varsity teams
  - [CARABINS.UMONTREAL.CA](carabins.umontreal.ca)

**STUDY ABROAD**

- 500 university partners in 64 countries
  - [MaisonInternationale.umontreal.ca](maisoninternationale.umontreal.ca)

**ACADEMIC UPGRADING**

- Preparation and supplemental training
  - [SAFIRE.UMONTREAL.CA](safire.umontreal.ca)

**UNLEASH YOUR ARTISTIC SIDE**

- Check our cultural calendar and stay in the loop
  - [SAC.UMONTREAL.CA](sac.umontreal.ca)